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This article explains the framework Continuous Process
Improvement and Innovation—CPI2

Article Overview
Market pressures, technological disruption, and process related challenges adversely affect organizational performance,
and force the organizations to rethink the way they do business.  They end up implementing continuous process improvement
or other innovation methodologies.

Continuous Process Improvement (CPI) involves improving a product, service or process, either incrementally or revolutionally.
Similarly, Innovation-centric methodologies—e.g., Crowdsourcing, Design Thinking, and Innovation Metrics—are utilized
by many organizations to nurture innovative thinking and ideas testing using prototyping and multiple rounds of validation.
Process innovation is the implementation of a new technology or way of working that assists in staying competitive and
meeting customer needs.

However, process improvement or innovation alone aren’t enough to tackle today’s challenges.  This article provides
a detailed account of the Continuous Process Improvement and Innovation (CPI2) framework—a more effective approach
to drive transformational Change by combining CPI with Innovation methodologies.  We first talks about the 6 core elements
of the CPI2 framework:

1- Breakthrough Thinking                                                      4- Sustainable and Repeatable Process Improvement
2- Incremental and Transformational Improvements       5- Strategic Alignment 
3- Collaborative Ideation                                                     6- Culture of Innovation 
Later, we deliberates on the 4 key phases of the CPI2 approach:
1- Define                                                                                 4- Develop
2- Discover                                                                              5- Deploy

CPI2 identifies solutions and equips leaders and employees to adjust nimbly to today’s world of the 
rapidly evolving expectations.
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A variety of external and internal factors put constant pressure
on organizations to continuously refine, reduce costs, and
perform better

Continuous Process Improvement (CPI) – Overview
Today’s market pressures—intensified by technology, infrastructure, and process related
challenges—negatively affect organizational performance.  Such circumstances force the
organizational leadership to rethink the way they do business, eliminate irregular workarounds,
and adopt efficient processes.  This is when they turn to continuous process improvement or
other innovation methodologies.
 
Continuous Process Improvement (CPI) involves improving a product, service or process, either
incrementally (overtime) or revolutionally (at once).  However, this process improvement or
optimization isn’t a one-time engagement, rather, it runs continuously where we need to
regularly analyze whether there are any other Changes to be made—for instance, related 
to software, infrastructure, approach, etc. 
 
CPI initiatives assist the executives analyze workplace systems and procedures, and transform
those to improve efficiency and productivity.  For instance, Business Process Reengineering,
Lean Six Sigma, and Theory of Constraints are all different methodologies to enable organized
transformation and promote a culture of thinking, understanding, and upgrading.
 
Likewise, innovation-centric methodologies, e.g., Crowdsourcing, Design Thinking, and
Innovation Metrics—have also been employed by organizations to nurture innovative thinking
and ideas testing using prototyping and multiple rounds of validation.
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Process innovation enables significant gains in product quality
and service levels

Process Innovation – Overview
Process innovation is the implementation of a new technology or way of working that assists in staying
competitive and meeting or exceeding customer needs. 

Through process innovation, organizations work out an existing problem or execute a business process in
a unique way to enhance efficiency and performance.  Creating completely different workflows for
an existing production process that accelerates production by drastically—saving organizational resources,
such as, money and time—is an example of process innovation.
Advanced information technology tools and systems are the key facilitators for the organizations to achieve
process innovation.

Process innovation is distinct from continuous improvement, in that, it generates marked or game-changing
improvement in value, sometimes in the range of 50 to 100%, or even more. Whereas continuous or
incremental improvements generate limited value.  Process innovation entails:

Introducing a radically new approach
or technology.
Longer planning time.
More risks than incremental improvements.
A higher level of cultural and structural Change.

A wider impact across the organization and
warrants more support from the management.
Less time required to produce a product or perform
a service.
Increased number of offerings provided within a time frame.
Reduced costs per product or service.

In a true process innovation, an organization should realize significant increase in its key 
performance indicators (KPIs).
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Combining CPI with Innovation allows organizations to integrate
essential elements of business improvement to tackle today’s
complex challenges

Continuous Process Improvement and Innovation (CPI2) – Overview

Continuous Process Improvement (CPI) and Innovation—the most frequently utilized techniques to drive
transformation—alone aren’t enough to tackle today’s challenges.

A more effective approach to
drive transformational Change
is combining these 2 powerful
organizational tools to form
“Continuous Process Improvement
and Innovation” (CPI2).  
CPI2 encourages a culture of
innovation within the CPI framework.
The approach executes vital
incremental Changes and
introduces new tools and
techniques to drive innovation
and enable transformative disruption.

CPI2 makes people think innovatively by opening their minds to new ideas and transformative 
solutions, while also providing the benefits of CPI methodologies. 
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The 6 major elements of CPI2 sets organizations up for long-
term success by providing many lasting benefits

CPI2 – 6 Core Elements

CPI2 provides an organization with the means to Change the way its people think and confront 
challenges.

-Using Innovation tools within
an organization’s current CPI
programs foster opportunities
for creative idea generation.

Breakthrough
Thinking

1

-Blending appropriate CPI and
Innovation methodologies not
only aids in achieving continuous
process improvement but also
helps inculcating the desired
behaviors, minimizing risks, and
maximizing returns. 

Incremental
and

Transformational
Improvements

2

-The CPI2 tools—e.g., Crowd
Sourcing and Virtual Kaizens—
promote a culture that stimulates
experience sharing and ideas
generation by employees,
vendors, and customers.

Collaborative
Ideation

3

-Engaging geographically dispersed teams
and reaching everyone in an organization’s
value chain instills a culture of continuous
innovation with the proven CPI model. 

Sustainable
and

Repeatable
Process

Improvement

4

-CPI2 framework provides a holistic assessment of
solutions that takes into account both business
viability and human value leads to improved
strategic alignment.

Strategic
Alignment 

5

-CPI2 helps identify new ideas and solutions by instilling
the perception that everyone holds a unique and
valuable perspective. 

Culture of
Innovation

6
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By utilizing CPI2, we can train our employees to think about
problems differently and ingrain creativity needed to thrive
in the evolving market

Approach to CPI2 – Overview

CPI2 offers the opportunities to succeed in the current environment and going forward with process 
improvement, transformation, and innovation initiatives.

Implementing CPI2 facilitates in developing innovative ideas into Change initiatives.
This is achieved by executing sustainable
process improvements—both incremental
and transformational—engaging diverse
teams to communicate with the entire
value chain, and embedding an innovation
culture in the organization.
 
The CPI2 approach perfectly blends
Continuous Process Improvement tools
and Innovation methodologies to assist
the organizations analyze viable solutions
and establish their strategic fit.

Furthermore, the CPI2 framework helps
nurture shared ideation among internal
and external stakeholders—such as, leaders,
employees, customers, and partners—and
creates new organizational capabilities.

The CPI2 approach involves 4 phases of activity designed to
distinguish and resolve organizational challenges:

Define Discover Develop Deploy

1 2 3 4
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The first step in implementing CPI2 entails the Define phase
that signifies defining the problem

Define – Overview

The CPI2 Maturity Assessment also enables the creation of a baseline and identifies any 
impediments that should be removed.

The initial phase of CPI2 entails defining the scope of the challenge and recognizing opportunities to meet
the requirements.

Key tasks involved in this stage include:

- The senior leadership establishes and confirms the engagement aspirations.
- The objectives and limitations of the initiative are specified.
- The program stakeholders and teams are outlined.  
- Utilizing tools and techniques—such as Voice of the Customer and Maturity Assessment—
the future state of the organization and success parameters are defined and agreed.

- The CPI2 Maturity Assessment assists in obtaining top management’s agreement and
sponsorship for the engagement. 
- The Maturity Assessment also enables the identification of key roles and responsibilities for
managing organizational transformation.  
- The Maturity Assessment helps steer team-based workgroups and alter behaviors to support
and promote innovative thinking and risk taking.
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The Discover phase involves CPI2 teams evaluating the
current state environment

Discover – Overview

The Discover stage allows the stakeholders to ascertain the current situation and challenge, 
prioritize initiatives to improve critical areas, and line up people to develop solutions.

In the Discover phase, the stakeholders of the CPI2 initiative embark on assessing and mapping the
existing organizational practices, processes, and ways of doing business. 

The key activities in this phase include:

- Setting up a problem solving ecosystem that empowers employees to control and
improve the results of their work by incorporating customer experience and feedback.  

-Developing insights and understanding of the stakeholders’ needs.

-Carrying out quantitative and qualitative analysis of the “As-Is”, identifying any
gaps and unfulfilled needs.

- Evaluating the environment, values, and experiences. 

- By employing Innovation methodologies like “Crowd Sourcing”, gathering information
from process or service users.

- Proposing and developing improvements. 
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The Develop phase is characterized by the identification
and pretesting of possible solutions to solve unique challenges

Develop – Overview

The Develop phase puts innovative solutions under the process improvement lens by using CPI 
methodologies such as “Process Simulation and Solution Prioritization”.

The Develop phase of CPI2 necessitates identifying and testing viable solutions to tackle the problem.

Key tasks performed by the CPI2 team during this stage include:

- Identify areas to explore and convert ideas into possible solutions. 

- Define possible solutions utilizing advanced analytics.

- Select the most viable solution utilizing tools such as Pareto Analysis.

- Exploit the creative potential of the organization, using tools such as Brainstorming and Rapid
Prototyping and Evaluation.

- These tools assist in embedding transformative Change as the organization develops solutions to
the challenges.  

- Rapid Prototyping and Evaluation methodology enables improving the product, service, or concept
through implementation and iterative evaluations by the stakeholders— management, teams,
partners, and clients.
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Deploying CPI2 instills a Culture of Innovation to succeed now
and builds the ability to adapt to changing demands in future

Deploy – Overview

Developing guidelines helps in overcoming the inherent traps that a group of people face while 
making decisions.

The final phase of the CPI2 initiative involves developing an implementation strategy and deployment
of the selected solution. 
Key tasks performed by the CPI2 team during this stage include:

- Analyzing the efficacy of the selected solution set.
 
- Identifying modifications to the solution, if required. 

- Developing an implementation plan to ascertain key tasks and actors responsible for completing
those tasks.

- Establishing control mechanisms to ensure the process executes as expected.

- Creating an organizational Change and communication management plan with the help of
senior leaders.

- Ensuring executive sponsorship throughout the course of the initiative till the achievement of
transformation objectives.

- Developing guidelines for group decision making. 
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ABOUT DAWGEN GLOBAL

Our Commitment is to making the Global Local.

At Dawgen Global we help you to make smarter and more
Effective Decisions.

At Dawgen Global we help you to make smarter and more
Effective Decisions.

GLOBAL CONTACT

Email: info@dawgen.global
Website: https://dawgen.global/  

HELPLINE:
USA: 786-456-5990
Caribbean: 1876-9265210 or
1876-9292518 
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